Union Influence Takes Blow As Walker Holds Seat In Wisconsin
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Steven Bernstein was quoted in Law360 on November 5, 2014. The article “Union Influence Takes Blow As Walker Holds Seat In Wisconsin” discussed the re-election of Wisconsin Republican, Scott Walker, despite vociferous opposition from organized labor.

Steven was quoted on his take of the election outcome.

“He has been a lightning rod for organized labor for the position he took and adhered to,” Steven said. “With all the clout that big labor still has in this nation, it wasn’t enough to topple [Walker].”

“It’s probably a mistake to view this in a vacuum,” said Steven.

“It’s not too early to start looking ahead to 2016,” Steven said. “It’d be a mistake for [the Democrats] to ignore organized labor.”

To read the full article, please visit Law360.